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THE MEASUREMENT of evoked electrical responses at the surface of the scalp involves problems which have absorbed the attentions of a number of investigators. At least a dozen systems have been developed in a half dozen centers. The difficulty of the problem is attested to by the fact that the search for a simple, yet accurate and reliable, method goes 
l onit is known that almost any discrete stimulus is followed, 1 after a characteristic lag, by a complex electrical response 
t_ _ at the surface of the cortex (brain). This response is usually t invisible at the scalp surface over such an area of cortex \_ because of a high noise-to-signal ratio. To separate the very f tiny, but predictable, signal from the unwanted and ran-~ domly related signals, including noise, the principle of in-~ tegration is usually applied in some form. Well known names t associated with systems utilizing this principle are Dawson, ·i Barlow, Remond and Shipton. 

Our first system, described in 1957, consisted of two integrators, each gated to measure the response amplitude at a :i different point in time following the stimulus; we were 

'

'::• .. •1: interested in the ratio of responses at different time delays. f. Thus, for a given experiment (consisting of a series of 50 to 200 stimulations) only two points in the whole complex waveform could be plotted. It was soon realized that in-

1 
formation about the whole response pattern was needed f before the two points could be logically selected for com! parison. The system to be described is intended to serve this function. It consists of a tape recorder for recording in } ! reproducible form the stimulation series and the EEG re-) sponses. This tape is then made into a loop and played through 1 a single gated integrator whose delay can be manually or j ,! automatically determined for the plotting of the average I-fr (integrated) response amplitude at any given point in time. 

': .ct ·stimulus is made random to avoid accidental synchronism J
il: Figure I shows the scheme of the recorder. The repetitive 1 with either line frequency or brain rhythms. The tape is 

;'{ ~=:r~e!zr:~~~r:~e~n.aih~~ ~~:!n~i~L~~1:t:c~eii· f ~f!~ i~: 
'1 ~ stimulus is fired. The EEG signal is amplitude modulated "(. onto the 1000-cps carrier and will contain the response to . i the stimulus. One of the functions of the pulse generator is 1 ,\' to cut off the carrier for a fixed period just before each ·' ,' ·, st~mulus. This blank identifies the beginning of a new > stimului;;-response cycle .. A limiter is inserted between the ~-: ·,. ' ,' i '. 
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EEG amplifier and modulator to prevent accidental blanks · in the carrier due to over modulation. 
Figure 2 shows the tape, now in a loop containing the whole series of responses, playing back into a preamplifier and demodulator; thence through a gate relay to the integrator. The blanks in the carrier are identified by means of a limiter and detector and these start a variable run-down delay which eventually fires the gate pulse and operates the gate relay. This happens with each stimulus in the series. With each passage of the loop of tape, with its long blank at the loop joint. a motor is turned on to advance the variable run-down by one step. At the same time the integrator output is fed to the Y-axis of the XY recorder and the integrator is then discharged. X-axis information comes from the voltage setting of the run-down control. Thus, an automatic plot of the average of all the evoked responses on the tape is achieved. 
It will be noted that, with recording at 3¾ ips and playback at 15 ips, the analysis proceeds at .four times the speed of the original experiment. However, since as many as one hundred points may have to be plotted, the analysis can still run to several hours. Thus, there remains a need for techniques which will allow greater speed translation ratios to be used. At present, we are limited to a 4: 1 ratio because of considerations of transient response and information bandwidth. 
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Figure 2-Dernodnlation, gate generation and integratiou system for averagini1 up to 200 responses to serial stimulation. Gate advances automatically with each cycle of the tape loop. Rr.-
sponse outline is plotted automatirnlly. 
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